Company Overview
illusive networks is pioneering deceptionbased cybersecurity. Its patent pending
Deceptions Everywhere® technology neutralizes targeted attacks and Advanced
Persistent Threats (APT). By creating a deceptive layer across the entire network
— every endpoint, server, and network component  with an endless source of false
information, illusive networks disrupts and detects breaches with realtime forensics and
without interrupting business.
illusive networks’ new 
Attacker View
is a
sophisticated breakthrough technology that
enables enterprises, for the first time ever, to visualize attack vectors in real time. When
combined with the Deceptions Everywhere
®
technology, 
illusive networks offers the
most effective method of deceiving Advanced Attackers and stopping APTs.
For more information, visit: 
www.illusivenetworks.com
Fast Facts
● Total funding to date: $30M
● Headquarters in New York City and Tel Aviv
● R&D based in Israel
 Team comprised of former IDF Unit 8200 leaders, researchers, and software
developers with statelevel and corporate security expertise
● D
eployed at leading financial institutions, retailers, law firms, healthcare providers, as
well as insurance, energy and telecommunication companies
● Five patents submitted for security deceptions
● 100% channel sales strategy
Company History:
● Series B Round $25M led by NEA, October 2015
● Series A Round $5M and official launch, June 2015
(
details here
)
● Founded in September 2014 by Check Point Software Technologies veteran Ofer
Israeli and cybersecurity foundry 
Team8
Awards and Recognition
● HPE ArcSight Certification  May 2016
● Cybersecurity Excellence Award
“Best Startup” (under 100 employees)  April 2016
● Worth Magazine 
12 Companies that Could Change the Cyber Equation
 April 2016
● Finalist, 
MIT Sloan CIO Symposium Innovation Showcase
 April 2016
● CRN 
25 Coolest Network Security Vendors
 March 2016
● Finalist, 
RSA Conference Innovation Sandbox Contest
 February 2016

● Tracy Pallas, VP Channel Sales and Strategy 
2016 CRN Channel Chief
 February
2016
Leadership Team

http://www.illusivenetworks.com/about
● Shlomo Touboul, CEO
Recognized internationally as a thought leader, Shlomo has both founded and served as
an advisor to several cybersecurity companies. He founded Shany in 1985, a leader in
Application Management products acquired by Intel in 1994. Prior to that, Shlomo led
the network management business unit of Intel and left to found Finjan Software in 1996.
Shlomo is named as inventor on a number of Finjan patents covering behaviorbased
technologies for identifying and deflecting malicious code from accessing endpoint
devices across networks and the internet.
● Ofer Israeli – Founder & VP R&D
Prior to founding illusive networks, Ofer was a team leader at Check Point Software
Technologies, where he led the “Endpoint Security Management” and the “Cloud and
Document Security Management” teams. Earlier in his career, Ofer was a Research
Assistant in the Atom Chip Lab focusing on theoretical Quantum Mechanics. Ofer holds
B.Sc. degrees in Computer Science and Physics from BenGurion University of the
Negev.
● Hanan Levin – VP Products
Hanan has over 18 years of experience in delivering innovative, market leading, and
awardwinning global enterprise security solutions. He served as VP of Product
Management at ForeScout, which was acknowledged by Gartner as a market leader, and
the most innovative Network Access Control solution. Prior to ForeScout, Hanan was
part of the team at Check Point that developed the Firewall 1, VPN1 and Provider1
products. Hanan holds an MBA and B.Sc. in Computer Science, both from the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, and served as a Major at the Israeli Air Force.
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LinkedIn  
https://www.linkedin.com/company/illusive
Facebook  
https://www.facebook.com/illusivenetworks954144404629194/timeline/
Wikipedia  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Illusive_Networks
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